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A Spiritually Repentant People, Jonah 3:6-10 

Jason Abbott, March 29, 2020 

 I like books which have chapters divided into many smaller subject headings 

of two or three pages each. It makes it easier to read and find places to take breaks. 

When you have five children between the ages of fifteen and seven, there are plenty 

of times when breaks are required. Finding ten minutes of uninterrupted reading time 

around my house is a rare thing. 

 Another thing such subject headings do is to clue the reader in on what’s next. 

The headings point readers in the direction that the following material will be going. 

Many contemporary books are organized in this manner. 

 Such summary statements are also a feature of the ancient Hebrew narrative. 

Often the outcome will be given and, then, how it all came to pass will be unpacked 

in what follows. Think about the creation of Adam and Eve in Genesis one and two 

for example. In chapter one, we get a summary statement. 

…God created mankind in his own image, / in the image of God he created 

them; / male and female he created them (v. 27). 

Yet, then in chapter two, the author explains in more detail how the creation of Adam 

and Eve came to pass. Rather than a one verse summary, we’re given many details 

about it over the course of nearly the entire chapter (vv. 4-25). 

So, the reader is told the outcome—the first man and woman were created—

then the author goes back to unpack how it happened—God formed the man (v. 7); 

God placed him in a beautiful garden (v. 8); the man was to work the garden (v. 15); 

but, the man was alone without a companion (v. 20); so, the Lord made the woman 

from the man’s rib (v. 22); and, the two were united and happy (vv. 23-25). 

 Something like this takes place in the passage from Jonah which we’re looking 

at today. Last week we saw that the Ninevites herd the word from God which Jonah 

preached to them and repented (Jonah 3:5). That’s the author’s summary statement. 

This week we’ll see what that repentance looked like in more detail. 

Jonah 3:6-10 
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6 When Jonah’s warning reached the king of Nineveh, he rose from his throne, 

took off his royal robes, covered himself with sackcloth and sat down in the 

dust. 7 This is the proclamation he issued in Nineveh: 

“By the decree of the king and his nobles: 

Do not let people or animals, herds or flocks, taste anything; do not let them 

eat or drink. 8 But let people and animals be covered with sackcloth. Let 

everyone call urgently on God. Let them give up their evil ways and their 

violence. 9 Who knows? God may yet relent and with compassion turn from 

his fierce anger so that we will not perish.” 

10 When God saw what they did and how they turned from their evil ways, he 

relented and did not bring on them the destruction he had threatened. 

***** 

 As we study this text, really two simple questions will help uncover its truths 

for us. (1st) We just need to ask: What does Nineveh do when they hear the warning? 

So, we’ll look at what they do. (2nd) We simply need to ask: What does the Lord do 

in response? And, when we answer that question, we’ll see something very beautiful 

about the nature of our God. 

 Let’s look at each of these questions. 

1. What does Nineveh do (vv. 6-9)? 

Perhaps you’ve watched some court drama where the defendant pleads guilty 

and throws him- or herself on the mercy of the court. This makes for great television 

but a poor legal strategy. I did a little bit of research about this, and criminal defender 

after criminal defender warns against it. As one defense lawyer put it: 

…it’s never a good idea to…throw yourself on the mercy of the court. There 

are many reasons for this, but the biggest one is, you’re more likely to go to 

jail, since the judge is always bound by the law, and is [therefore] less likely 

to go easy on you.1 

 
1 You can read the entire article here. 

https://www.barryboches.com/criminal-law/dont-throw-yourself-on-the-mercy-of-the-court/
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You see, the thinking is that even if judges want to show a defendant mercy, 

they’re often unable to do so because they’re constrained by certain legal parameters 

when it comes to sentencing. The judges are under the law themselves. 

Well, the Ninevites obviously didn’t get legal counsel when Jonah takes them 

to trial—because they throw themselves fully on the mercy of God’s court. 

From the greatest to the least, they go into full on repentance. Take the king 

as an example. What does he do—with all his nobles—when the word of the Lord 

reaches him in his throne room? 

- He doesn’t rely upon his power as the king. Rather, he vacates the throne—

the symbol of his reign and authority. 

 

- He doesn’t clothe himself in splendor as he comes before his divine judge. 

Instead, he takes off his royal robes and puts on the lowliest of garments. 

Sackcloth was a garment signifying humility and weakness. 

 

- He doesn’t clean up to make a dignified defense. No, he bathes in the ashes 

and grime. He signifies his guilt by literally wallowing in the dirt. 

 When the king considers the prospect of judgment, he’s rightly humbled by it 

and immediately repents. And, he wisely shepherds his people to humble themselves 

and repent with him. They don’t question whether they’re guilty; they don’t question 

whether God has the right to judge them. (They know in their hearts they’re guilty. 

They know in their hearts God is the righteous judge.) So, in humility, the city simply 

throws itself on the mercy of the court. 

 We could learn a lot from the Ninevites here. Far too often, when confronted 

with our sins, we refuse to humbly admit our guilt. Instead, we try to shift the blame. 

And, I’m not talking about human beings in general, I’m talking about Christians. 

I’m talking about the church. 

 During seventeen years of pastoring as well as a lifetime of church attendance, 

I’ve found that when sins come to light and believers are (even gently) confronted 

about them, most go on the attack or defensive and, in the end, they eventually leave. 

It’s the rare exception for somebody to remain in the church and repent in humility. 

The rule, in our day and age, is to run from such conviction. 
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However, whenever believers run, they’re ironically hurting themselves most. 

They’re cheating themselves out of a real chance to grow and change for the better—

to become more like Jesus Christ. Running is just hiding our sins for a little longer. 

But, it won’t be too long before we have to run again. 

Yet, when we choose to stay and repent, there’s real hope for us. 

Sadly, a church leader having some moral failure is a bit of cliché in our time. 

Most of us, who’ve been in church for any length of time, have personal experiences 

in this area that immediately come to mind; they’re usually painful, messy memories. 

Yet, on occasion, they can be redemptive and beautiful as well. 

 At one point in my ministry, we had a key leader voluntarily confess his sins 

to the elders, and they were serious sins. He revealed a very long history of deception 

and betrayal to his family and to his church. A public confession to the congregation 

was necessary. Long term counseling was necessary. Very difficult reconciliation 

with multiple people in the congregation was necessary. As you can readily imagine, 

this was all a very embarrassing prospect for someone who had been greatly revered 

among the members of the church community. 

 I remember thinking, when all this bad news was made public, that that leader 

and his family would soon leave our church—that they’d run. Yet, praise the Lord, 

I was wrong about them. He stayed and humbly submitted himself to the discipline 

of reconciliation and restoration. And now, many years later, he is able to minister 

in that church with a power and an honesty he never could’ve had before. 

All of this because he threw himself upon the mercy of God. 

And, isn’t that what the Ninevites do? They’re hoping that, despite their sins, 

God will be merciful. Remember what the king says at the end of his decree? 

Who knows? God may yet relent and with compassion turn from his fierce 

anger so that we will not perish (v. 9). 

You know, we all exist by the grace of God. We all continue to eat and sleep, 

think and breathe because of God’s common grace. As believers, we have salvation 

through the sacrifice of Jesus Christ because of God’s grace. Yet, we often take this 

for granted. We take the forgiveness of our sins for granted. We take all the blessing 

we have for granted. We lack the humility of the Ninevites here. 
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I was thinking about it, and while most of us are largely confined to our homes 

for a while, we have an opportunity to meditate more upon God’s mercy and grace. 

And friends, it may be a good idea to set some time apart—during this lean season—

to fast and pray and confess our sins to God. It doesn’t have to be a big production; 

in fact, it shouldn’t be. Just choose a meal and, instead of eating, carve out twenty 

or thirty minutes to confess sins and thank God for the grace you have in Jesus. 

Well, let’s consider our second question. 

2. What does God do (v. 10)? 

Nineveh repents and throws itself upon the mercy of God. What does God do 

with that? What’s his response? Look at what our narrator tells us. 

When God saw what they did and how they turned from their evil ways, he 

relented and did not bring on them the destruction he had threatened (v. 10). 

God practices mercy. God exhibits compassion. Here is a vision or a picture 

of the gracious and loving character of God. He is patient with sinners. He is kind 

with sinners. As the apostle Peter explains, the Lord doesn’t want anyone to perish 

but, rather, desires for all to repent and receive his mercy (2 Peter 3:9). 

Now, I have friends who love Scripture verses like this one—not for the mercy 

but for the idea that God changes his mind. They love to take passages like this one 

and fashion a biblical picture of God in which he’s doubleminded or just plain fickle. 

So, in this instance, they might complain: “Look! What kind of all-knowing deity 

changes his mind? Doesn’t the Bible declare that your God never changes his mind? 

Here’s proof that he does.” 

But, this criticism badly misunderstands the text. 

God doesn’t change his mind like you and I change ours. In fact, to say that, 

you’d have to read this verse alone. You’d have to rip it out of its immediate context 

since Jonah himself, just a couple verses after this passage, complains that the Lord 

had planned to show mercy to Nineveh from the beginning. The prophet himself 

recognizes that the Lord hadn’t changed his mind but, rather, worked his “gracious 

and compassionate” plan through Jonah’s own preaching ministry to the Ninevites—

a good ministry “which God prepared in advance” for Jonah to do (Ephesians 2:10). 
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You see, there’s no change in God’s plan, only a progressive revealing of that plan 

to the prophet and to us. 

What we’re supposed to learn, therefore, isn’t that the Lord changes his mind 

or adapts his redemptive plans. That would be missing the point of this little history. 

Rather, we’re supposed to learn something which is more important and encouraging 

than that—something about the very character of God, something about his purposes 

in human history. We’re to learn a gospel lesson. 

 (1st) The book of Jonah tells us, as does the rest of Scripture, that God sees sin 

and injustice. And it tells us that the Lord won’t tolerate these transgressions forever. 

There will be a day of judgment. There will be a day in which the Lord brings justice 

to the story of human history. The book of Jonah tells us that Yahweh is a holy God 

who cannot and will not overlook sin—that evil cannot dwell with him (Psalm 5:4). 

God saw the Ninevites’ sin, and God sees ours too. 

 (2nd) The book of Jonah teaches us about the Lord’s patience and compassion 

for people like the Ninevites—for people entangled in sin. While he sees all the evil 

of sin and hates it, his desire is that those who are enslaved by it would find freedom; 

those who are attacked by it—peace; and, those who are broken by it—wholeness. 

The book of Jonah teaches us that this is God’s heart. The book of Jonah proclaims 

that this is God’s plan. The way that he deals with the Ninevites is simply a reflection 

or a shadow of his ultimate plan for human history. 

 These two attributes of God are what we find on display in today’s passage. 

We see his desire to justly judge sin, and we see his desire to show mercy to sinners; 

we see a problem, which is the hinge upon which all of redemptive history swings. 

How can God punish sins while simultaneously showing sinners mercy? 

 We’ll see next week that Jonah has a real problem with this. He hates the idea 

of God’s mercy for sinful Nineveh. “Where’s the justice?” he arrogantly wonders. 

 Friends, justice was coming. It was coming for the Hebrews and the Ninevites. 

Justice was coming for sinful kings (like this Ninevite king) and wayward prophets 

(like Jonah). It was coming for people in ancient times as well as people in our time. 

Friends, justice was coming into the world. However, it wasn’t merely justice which 

was coming; mercy was coming into the world too. Mercy was coming for sinners. 

Mercy was coming for all those who’d turn to the Lord for salvation. 
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 Friends, justice and mercy meet only at the cross of Christ. (And, this passage 

cries out for it!) Only at the cross is sin judged and mercy dispensed, simultaneously, 

through faith in Christ. Only Jesus is—“the Lamb of God who takes away the sins 

of the world” (John 1:29). At the cross, Jesus paid the price for all your sins; justice 

was done. And, if you trust in Christ for that, the Lord delights to lavish his grace 

and love upon you; mercy is given. Amen! 

Praise the Lord God for his justice and his mercy at the cross of Christ. 


